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1.1	Introduction















































Depth	(mm) 285.5	(top) 285.5	(bottom) 571	(overall)
Fig.	2	Composite	floor	detailing:	a)	specimen	elevation	view,	b)	detailing	of	pin	joint,	c)	restraint	pin	joint	photo.
alt-text:	Fig.	2

























Moment	capacity Applied	load Applied	moment Load	ratio Restrain	factor
Beam	1 478.37	kN	m 90	kN 135	kN	m 0.282 0.12

































































Between	these	two	timings,	ty	and	tc,	 there	was	a	development	of	 failure	mechanism,	combined	with	a	web	post	buckling	and	an	axial	compression	under	the	restrain	stiffness.	 	The	critical	 temperature,	 in	 the	EN,	with	 the	 load	ratio	of	0.28
presented	as	674		o°C	on	steel	section.	This	critical	temperature	is	specific	to	steel	section	only	and	cannot	be	applied	to	CB	nor	to	composite	structure	as	the	failure	mechanism	in	case	of	CB	is	mostly	dependent	on	the	stability	of	the	web	post	rather	than
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b.mahesh@elsevier.com	immediately	prior	to	returning	your	corrections.
Answer:	Yes
Parametric	study	is	in	progress	using	the	finite	element	analysis	to	investigate	the	effects	of	slenderness,	ratio,	type	connections	and	different	axial	load	applications.
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